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Abstract In recent years, several studies have demonstrated
the sensitivity of Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
station time series to displacements caused by atmospheric
pressure loading (APL). Different methods to take the APL
effect into account are used in these studies: applying the
corrections from a geophysical model on weekly mean
estimates of station coordinates, using observation-level
corrections during data analysis, or solving for regression
factors between the station displacement and the local pres-
sure. The Center for Orbit Determination in Europe (CODE)
is one of the global analysis centers of the International
GNSS Service (IGS). The current quality of the IGS prod-
ucts urgently asks to consider this effect in the regular pro-
cessing scheme. However, the resulting requirements for an
APL model are demanding with respect to quality, latency,
and—regarding the reprocessing activities—availability over
a long time interval (at least from 1994 onward). The APL
model of Petrov and Boy (J Geophys Res 109:B03405, 2004)
is widely used within the VLBI community and is evaluated
in this study with respect to these criteria. The reprocess-
ing effort of CODE provides the basis for validating the
APL model. The data set is used to solve for scaling fac-
tors for each station to evaluate the geophysical atmospheric
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non-tidal loading model. A consistent long-term validation
of the model over 15 years, from 1994 to 2008, is thus pos-
sible. The time series of 15 years allows to study seasonal
variations of the scaling factors using the dense GNSS track-
ing network of the IGS. By interpreting the scaling factors
for the stations of the IGS network, the model by Petrov and
Boy (2004) is shown to meet the expectations concerning the
order of magnitude of the effect at individual stations within
the uncertainty given by the GNSS data processing and within
the limitations due to the model itself. The repeatability of
station coordinates improves by 20% when applying the
effect directly on the data analysis and by 10% when applying
a post-processing correction to the resulting weekly coor-
dinates compared with a solution without taking APL into
account.

Keywords Atmospheric pressure loading · GNSS
processing · Model validation · Terrestrial reference frame

1 Introduction

The station coordinates established by the space-geodetic
techniques are affected by many effects resulting in geo-
metrical site displacements at different time scales and
magnitudes. When analyzing observations of the Global Nav-
igation Satellite Systems (GNSS) it has become widely
accepted practice to apply solid Earth tides and ocean tidal
loading effects using the latest models for these displace-
ments (McCarthy and Petit 2004), thus removing the larg-
est effects with magnitudes bigger than a few centimeters.
The repeatability and consistency of weekly time series
of station coordinates (e.g., within the International GNSS
Service, IGS, Dow et al. 2009) are therefore well below
the centimeter level—even for the vertical component
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76 R. Dach et al.

(Ferland and Piraszewski 2009). Several other geophysical
effects are currently not taken into account by the IGS for
GNSS data processing—even if the expected effects amount
to more than one centimeter. Depending on the location of
the station these effects are crustal deformations due to, e.g.,
atmospheric pressure loading, ocean-induced non-tidal load-
ing, or continental water mass surface loading in the neigh-
borhood of the stations.

Subsequently we focus on atmospheric pressure loading
(APL). Several studies successfully assessed APL for space-
geodetic data including the validation of geophysical APL
models (Tregoning and van Dam 2005; Steigenberger et al.
2009a; Tesmer et al. 2008; MacMillan and Gipson 1994;
van Dam and Herring 1994; Böhm et al. 2009; Bock et al.
2005, and many others). Tregoning and Watson (2009) have
investigated the impact of ignoring APL in the frequency
domain of station coordinates time series. Here, we use the
model developed by Petrov and Boy (2004)—a model widely
used within the VLBI-community (VLBI: Very Long Base-
line Interferometry).

The Center for Orbit Determination in Europe (CODE) is
interested to improve the quality of the GNSS data process-
ing. For that reason the impact of applying APL corrections1

on relevant parameters is evaluated in this paper. Because
CODE acts as one of the global analysis centers (AC) of the
IGS, some additional requirements need to be considered to
cover also the operational aspects of this service:

– A consistent set of corrections is necessary for the repro-
cessing activities at least back to 1994.

– The final products are generated with a latency of only
three days. Consequently the APL corrections are (reli-
ably) needed with the same latency at least.

– If the ACs of the IGS start using APL corrections to gen-
erate their products, the users of the IGS products will
ask for such corrections (e.g., to keep the consistency of
a Precise Point Positioning, PPP, Zumberge et al. 1997),
as well.

– Because of the substantial number of GNSS sites (in par-
ticular outside the IGS) an open access of the APL model
in grids with a sufficient spatial resolution is required.
Providing corrections as time series for individual sta-
tions (as it is done, e.g., for VLBI) is not feasible.

These requirements were considered, e.g., when selecting the
APL model and its representation.

The set of GNSS stations included in the CODE repro-
cessing effort (details are provided in Sect. 2.1) is used here

1 For GNSS measurements only corrections for the vertical and hor-
izontal site displacement as provided by an APL model are relevant.
Therefore, we use the term APL “corrections” subsequently without
stating each time that these are the displacement corrections.

for validating APL corrections, to compare different meth-
ods to consider the APL effect in the GNSS data analysis,
and to assess the impact of APL on some selected parameters
of the GNSS data processing. The density and the global dis-
tribution of the GNSS sites in combination with the nearly
continuously available observations make this material an
ideal data set to study APL. The APL model by Petrov and
Boy (2004) is described in Sect. 2.2.

The weekly GNSS solutions are compared to weekly mean
values emerging from the APL model in Sect. 3.1. In a second
step the corrections from the APL model are directly applied
to the individual observations in the parameter estimation
process. To assess the quality of the corrections, scaling fac-
tors for the APL corrections from the model are estimated as
additional parameters. The results are discussed in Sect. 3.2.

As an alternative to introducing a geophysically derived
APL model, one may estimate regression factors between the
local pressure and the station displacement; this approach is
discussed in Sect. 4. The study is concluded in Sect. 5 by
comparing the repeatabilities of the coordinate time series
based on the different strategies of applying the APL cor-
rections. Because these results are derived from processing
a global and dense GNSS network, the impact of correcting
or not correcting for the APL effect on global parameters
(datum definition and GNSS satellite orbits) is discussed in
Sect. 6.

2 Data sets

2.1 GNSS solution

CODE is a joint venture of the Astronomical Institute of
the University of Bern (AIUB, Bern, Switzerland), the
Swiss Federal Office of Topography (swisstopo, Wabern,
Switzerland), the Federal Agency for Cartography and Geod-
esy (BKG, Frankfurt am Main, Germany), and the Institut für
Astronomische und Physikalische Geodäsie of the Techni-
sche Universität München (IAPG/TUM, Munich, Germany).
All operational computations related to the IGS are per-
formed at the AIUB using the latest development version
of the Bernese GPS Software (Dach et al. 2007).

CODE participated in the first reprocessing effort of the
IGS. The corresponding computations were performed at
IAPG/TUM between summer 2008 and spring 2009
(Steigenberger et al. 2009b). The cleaned observation files,
including the resolved integer carrier phase ambiguities, were
used to generate a new set of daily solutions by making use
of the latest CODE processing models and strategies (Schaer
et al. 2008): satellite orbit parameters2 only for GPS, Earth

2 Six initial osculating elements and nine empirical parameters are set
up for each satellite arc. The empirical parameters consist of three
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Evaluation of the impact of atmospheric pressure loading modeling 77

rotation parameters (with daily time resolution), station coor-
dinates, and troposphere parameters are set up and estimated
from the data. Because it is the usual practice in the IGS (but
also for the other space-geodetic services), we derive weekly
solutions by stacking the daily normal equation systems and
by solving the resulting normal equation system. The proce-
dure results in 783 weekly normal equation systems covering
the time interval between GPS weeks 0729 (January 1994)
and 1511 (December 2008).

The weekly solutions are subsequently stacked to gener-
ate a cumulative solution. Outliers and discontinuities are
automatically detected in this solution using the program
FODITS (acronym for “find outliers and discontinuities in
time series”, Ostini et al. 2008), a new component of the
Bernese GPS Software. Linear station motion is taken into
account by this program. The datum definition is realized
by minimum constraints strategy by applying no-network-
rotation conditions with respect to the IGS05 (an IGS-spe-
cific realization of ITRF2005, Altamimi et al. 2007) on a
set of reference stations verified by inspecting the residuals
of a Helmert transformation. For all solutions in this study
the same outliers and discontinuities were identified and re-
moved, and the same reference sites were used.

According to Steigenberger et al. (2009a) parts of the APL
deformation may be absorbed by the troposphere modeling
in the GNSS data processing. In contrast to the operational
processing at CODE we use, therefore, the Vienna Mapping
Function 1 (VMF1, Böhm et al. 2006b) and a priori hydro-
static zenith path delays derived from the European Center
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), provided
as a component of the VMF1. These coefficients are interpo-
lated from the grid files (2.0◦ ×2.5◦ every 6 h) and corrected
for the actual station height according to Kouba (2008).

2.2 Time series of atmospheric pressure loading corrections

The variation of the mass distribution in the atmosphere
causes changes in the loading deformation of the Earth sur-
face, where the mass distribution can be expressed by the
distribution of the surface pressure p(ϕ, λ, t) as, e.g., pro-
vided by global weather models. The permanent deforma-
tion caused by the long-term mean pressure field p̄(ϕ, λ) is
included in the station coordinates of the reference frame.
For that reasons only the deviation �p(ϕ, λ, t)= p(ϕ, λ, t)−

Footnote 2 continued
constant and six once-per-revolution parameters in the Sun-oriented
coordinate system according to the orbit model described in Beutler
et al. (1994). Four of the periodic parameters (the D-components point-
ing from the satellite to the Sun and the Y -components going along
the solar panel axis of the satellite) are heavily constrained to zero.
Empirical velocity changes (so-called pseudo-stochastic pulses) are set
up in three orthogonal directions, constrained, and solved for at 12-h
intervals.

p̄(ϕ, λ) needs to be considered for the loading computation.
The relation between the pressure variations �p(ϕ, λ, t) and
the vertical deformation ζup(ϕ, λ, t) is given by the so-called
Green’s Function Gr (cos β) characterizing the deformability
of the Earth (load love numbers h′

n) and considering the angu-
lar distance β of the mass from the point of deformation by
a development of Legendre polynomials of Pn(cos β):

ζup(ϕ, λ, t) =
∫

A

�p(ϕ′, λ′, t)

g
· Gr (cos β)dA (1)

Gr (cos β) = G · R

g

∞∑
n=1

h′
n · Pn(cos β) (2)

where G is the constant of gravitation, R the mean radius of
the Earth, and g the mean surface gravity according to the
used Earth model. (ϕ′, λ′) denotes the location of the surface
element dA. Analog loading functions exist for the horizontal
components (see, e.g., Farrell 1972).

The time series of displacements caused by the APL pro-
vided by the Service of the Atmospheric Pressure Load-
ing run by NASA GSFC (http://gemini.gsfc.nasa.gov/aplo,
Petrov and Boy 2004) were extracted from a global grid rep-
resentation with a spatial resolution of 2.5◦ ×2.5◦ and a time
resolution of 6 h. They are provided in the center of mass
(CM) frame (Blewitt 2003). The corresponding S1 and S2

constituents of the displacements caused by the APL com-
puted by Petrov and Boy (2004)3 have been applied at the
observation level.

By introducing geophysical models into the GNSS data
processing their impact on the reference frame realization
needs to be investigated. This seems to be in particular nec-
essary, because the time interval used for this solution differs
from the interval used by Petrov and Boy (2004) to compute
the reference pressure field p̄(ϕ, λ). The time-averaged cor-
rections from the APL model are computed for all 240 sta-
tions, which are included into the GNSS processing over the
entire interval. These mean values are below 0.1 mm indi-
cating that the reference pressure field in the background of
the APL model is sufficiently accurate to avoid a negative
impact on the reference frame realization.

The next step consists of evaluating the order of mag-
nitude of the APL corrections for the stations of the net-
work. The RMS of the APL corrections for the stations of
the GNSS solution over the 15-year interval is shown in
Fig. 1. The figure confirms that the vertical deformations
(Fig. 1a) are small for stations close to the coast line and
larger for in-land stations. On the other hand, the horizontal

3 According to Petrov and Boy (2004) four parameters have been esti-
mated for each grid point from the surface pressure fields over the
time period from 1980 to 2002: a mean pressure to realize a reference
pressure field p̄(ϕ, λ), sine and cosine amplitude of the S1, and cosine
for S2 constituent to extract the atmospheric tidal signal.
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Fig. 1 Standard deviation of
the APL corrections from the
Petrov and Boy (2004) model
over 15 years (January 1994 to
December 2008) for the
240 stations included in the
GNSS solution. a Vertical
component. b Horizontal
component
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deformations
(√

dn2
i + de2

i , Fig. 1b
)

are a magnitude smaller
than the vertical deformations. The biggest horizontal defor-
mations can in general be found for stations located at the
coasts of the big continents. This behavior is a consequence
of the inverse barometer hypothesis used in the APL model
by Petrov and Boy (2004). As expected, pressure variations
are larger at higher latitudes than at the equator.

Figure 1a also shows that the size of the vertical correc-
tions is substantially different for the Northern and Southern
hemispheres, a consequence of the different ratio between
continental and oceanic areas in the two hemispheres; but also
the magnitude of the horizontal deformations in Fig. 1b is not
equally distributed. This fact implies that the mean vertical
and horizontal corrections over the grid of the APL model
can be translated into a variation of the geocenter coordinates
(GCC). To assess this effect the corrections for the defor-
mations in the North, East, and Up direction (dni , dei , dui )
from all grid points i (located at the latitude ϕi and longi-
tude λi ) are converted into cartesian geocentric coordinates

(dxi , dyi , dzi ) and summed up over all m grid points for each
epoch tn :
⎛
⎜⎝

dXi (tn)

dYi (tn)

dZi (tn)

⎞
⎟⎠ = �(ϕi , λi ) ·

⎛
⎜⎝

dni (tn)

dei (tn)

dui (tn)

⎞
⎟⎠ (3)

⎛
⎜⎝

dX (tn)

dY (tn)

dZ(tn)

⎞
⎟⎠ = 1

m

m∑
i=1

⎛
⎜⎝

dXi (tn)

dYi (tn)

dZi (tn)

⎞
⎟⎠ (4)

with the rotation matrix

�(ϕi , λi )=
⎛
⎜⎝

− sin(ϕi ) cos(λi ) − sin(λi ) cos(ϕi ) cos(λi )

− sin(ϕi ) sin(λi ) cos(λi ) cos(ϕi ) sin(λi )

cos(ϕi ) 0 sin(ϕi )

⎞
⎟⎠

The result—the times series of dX (t), dY (t), dZ(t)—is
provided in Fig. 2, which shows a variation of almost 5 mm
in magnitude in the Z -component. The Y -component shows
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Fig. 2 APL corrections from the 2.5◦ × 2.5◦ grid, translated into vari-
ations of the GCC. Individual components were shifted by 5 mm

a clear annual variation as well, but only with an amplitude
of about 2 mm. The effect for the Y -component is in turn
larger in size than the effect for the X -component (which is
below 1 mm).

As most of the sites in our solution (as most of the space-
geodetic tracking sites) are located on the Northern hemi-
sphere, the variations of the GCC induced by the APL effect
are amplified when ignoring APL in the data analysis. It is
the basic assumption of the GNSS data processing that the
center of mass as it is realized by the satellite orbits and
the origin of the terrestrial reference frame (as realized by the
coordinates of the ground stations) coincide. Otherwise, the
obtained satellite orbits may be effected. This aspect will be
discussed in Sect. 6.2.

3 Atmospheric pressure loading and coordinate
time series

3.1 Comparisons based on weekly GNSS solutions

A simple way of validating the APL model consists of esti-
mating correlation factors given by the slope of a linear
regression between the variation of the station heights in the
weekly GNSS solutions and in the weekly mean vertical APL
corrections derived from the model. The results are provided
in Fig. 3. The colors indicate the size of the APL effect as
provided by the RMS of the corrections (see Fig. 1a). Only
stations with large APL corrections (RMS≥4 mm) and with
at least 300 weekly solutions have been included.

Figure 3 shows that most of the correlation factors are
between 0.5 and 0.9 and that they are on the average about 0.8
(instead of 1.0 as expected for a perfect model). Note that a
20% deviation from 1.0 corresponds on average to a change
of about 1 mm in the vertical station coordinate. It is therefore
difficult to decide whether the APL model has deficiencies or
whether the deviations have to be attributed to the GNSS anal-
ysis (e.g., receiver and satellite antenna calibration, Schmid
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Fig. 3 Correlation factors between the time series of weekly height
variations of the GNSS solution and weekly mean APL corrections
from the Petrov and Boy (2004) model. The colors indicate the size of
the APL effect for the stations (in units of the RMS of the corrections
from the model over 15 years)

et al. 2007). It is also possible that the neglected APL correc-
tions are distributed to other sites due to the datum definition
of the weekly solutions (see Böhm et al. 2009, and Fig. 2).

One should also keep in mind that this method is based on
weekly mean coordinate sets derived from GNSS, which are
compared to weekly mean APL corrections. The APL correc-
tion is computed without applying epoch-specific weights.
When calculating the APL corrections, it is therefore
assumed that the number of GNSS observations is constant
throughout the entire week. In the case of GNSS analysis
based on real data this is clearly not true because of tempo-
ral data outages. In addition, the number of satellites tracked
by the stations varies roughly between 8 and 12 satellites
throughout a day in the current GPS constellation for mid-
latitude sites.

Böhm et al. (2009) state that the variation of the APL
effect within 24 h may be significant compared with the mag-
nitude of the effect itself. It is therefore necessary to check
the impact of our simplifying assumption resulting from the
weekly processing schedules of the space-geodetic services.
These results are presented in Sect. 3.2. There are, however,
also possible advantages of the simplified procedure as they
are discussed, e.g., by Collilieux et al. (2010): The GNSS
solution itself does not contain any APL model. (1) Solutions
based on the same space-geodetic technique or (2) solutions
based on different techniques may be corrected after data
analysis and before combination in a consistent way using
identical values. This aspect may be important for the rigid
processing scheme applied within the IGS, because a depen-
dency on the external generation of the APL corrections may
be introduced due to different latencies of the APL and GNSS
products. If, e.g., the final solution is running 3 or 4 days
behind real time, the latency of the APL corrections available
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at http://gemini.gsfc.nasa.gov/aplo/ is not sufficient (APL
latencies of more than one week occur occasionally). For a
GNSS reprocessing effort such latencies are, of course, no
issue.

3.2 Comparisons by direct estimation of scaling factors

The APL corrections are directly applied to the observations
in the GNSS analysis in this section and scaling factors for
the vertical and the horizontal components are estimated for
each station. The corresponding additional parameters are
stacked when combining the daily and weekly solutions to
the long-term GNSS solution as described in Sect. 2.1. Note
that these scaling factors are considered as constants for a
station, even if a discontinuity had to be introduced in the
coordinate time series.

The resulting scaling factors are provided in Fig. 4 and
the colors are related to the RMS of the APL correction over
the time interval of 15 years. Only sites available in at least
300 weekly solutions and with a minimum RMS in the APL
of 4 mm are included. The ordering of the stations is the same
as in Fig. 3. The deviation from the expected scaling factor of
1.0 is in general below 30%. For stations with big APL effects
deviations between 10 and 20% are typical. In view of the
expected uncertainties of the model (15%, Petrov and Boy
2004) and the GNSS solutions (week-to-week repeatability
for the vertical component of about 1.5 mm for the best sta-
tions, Schaer et al. 2008) the APL model may be considered
as “confirmed” by the GNSS solution.

The scaling factors displayed in Fig. 4 (estimated from
the GNSS data when applying the APL corrections directly
to the observations) confirm the APL model whereas this
is not the case for the correlation factors in Fig. 3 (based
on weekly mean station deformations and APL corrections).
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Fig. 4 Scaling factors for the APL corrections from the Petrov and
Boy (2004) model computed from 15 years of GNSS processing. The
colors indicate the size of the APL effect for the stations (in units of the
RMS of the corrections from the model over 15 years)

This implies that directly correcting the observations for APL
is preferable to applying only weekly mean APL corrections
to weekly coordinate solutions.

The direct APL correction on the observation level
removed the systematic offset of the correlation factors
obtained when correcting only weekly mean coordinate solu-
tions. The relative station-to-station relation seen in the two
figures is rather similar for most of the stations, which implies
that part of the APL effect has been absorbed by other param-
eters (or even the NNR-condition) when ignoring the effect
in the analysis. When correcting the weekly solutions by
weekly mean APL values, an “over-correction” of the effect
takes place. This phenomenon is comparable to what (Böhm
et al. 2009) showed: In the VLBI analysis the neglected APL
corrections are distributed to the other stations in the network.
Even if our GNSS analysis includes many more stations with
a better global distribution, about two-thirds of the stations
are located in the Northern hemisphere—and roughly 20%
of all included sites are in Europe.

Among the stations contributing to Fig. 4 there are two
receivers, both located at Kirkkonummi, Finland, namely
METS and METZ.4 In the global network solution both sites
have been treated as independent (the observations are used
with the ionosphere-free linear combination with individual
troposphere parameters). Nevertheless, “the same” results
concerning APL are expected because of the closeness of
the two receivers. The correlation factors associated with the
weekly GNSS solutions and the weekly mean APL values
from the model are 0.55 and 0.59, respectively. The values
indicate that the APL corrections stemming from the model
are about twice the size of the effect seen by the GNSS anal-
ysis. In contrast to that, the estimated scaling factors for the
APL model as established on the observation level are 0.94
and 0.96, respectively, for the two receivers and agree even
better than the results obtained with the weekly mean APL
corrections. Nevertheless, both pairs of correlation factors
and scaling factors agree within the statistical expectation.

Figure 5 gives a complete overview of the resulting scal-
ing factors. The deviations of the scaling factors from 1.0 are
scaled by the RMS of the APL corrections for each of the
three components from the model (see, e.g., Fig. 1a for the
vertical component) to take into account the sizes of the APL
effects at the individual stations. Different occupation times
for the IGS stations are characterized by different sizes of
the symbols—larger circles indicate a more reliable scaling
factors because of the length of the time series.

4 There are more examples for groups of GNSS receivers at the same
location in the processed network, but either the magnitude of the APL
effect is much smaller at these locations or fewer than 300 weekly
solutions are available suggesting a higher uncertainty for the obtained
scaling factors.
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Fig. 5 Deviation of the scaling
factors from 1.0 for the APL
corrections emerging from the
Petrov and Boy (2004) model
established by the analysis of
15 years of GNSS data scaled by
the size of the APL correction
for the station (in units of the
RMS of the corrections from the
model over 15 years). a Vertical
component. b North–south com-
ponent. c East–west component

−3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3

Dev. from scaling factor one in mm

(a) 

−1.0 −0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0
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Scaling factors derived from:
15 years of data 12 years of data 19 years of data 16 years of data
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Figure 5a shows black or very dark dots for nearly all
stations, indicating that the APL model agrees on the 1 mm
level with the GNSS solution. On the one hand, no system-
atic deficiencies for the APL model values, e.g., in particular
regions, could be found. On the other hand, some stations
in the GNSS solution contribute only with a limited num-
ber of weeks to this validation, which is indicated by smaller
circles.

Figure 5b, c shows the analog results for the horizon-
tal components: a general confirmation for the APL model.
Black or dark symbols are related to deviations of about
0.5 mm from a scaling factor of 1.0. In the North–South
component bigger exceptional points (symbols with light
colors, Alaska, north Canada and Kourou) are found than for
the East–West component. Negative scaling factors dominate
for stations in South America for the East–West component,
whereas positive scaling factors are found in Australia. This
fact indicates deficiencies in the reference frame realization
due to the inhomogeneous station distribution in the network,
in particular the extremely high concentration of stations in
Europe. This effect is amplified by the simultaneous estima-
tion of the three APL model scaling factors per station (if
the APL values do not vary in time it is a one-to-one corre-
lation).

In summary, more than 80% of the stations show a devi-
ation of less than 0.5 mm for the rescaled scaling factors in
the horizontal components (as displayed in Fig. 5), if only
stations with a minimum data interval of 300 weeks are con-
sidered. In the case of the vertical component a deviation of
less than 1 mm is detected for 75% of the sites.

The scaling factors are available for each station in weekly
normal equations, allowing it to stack all weekly scaling fac-
tors belonging to a particular month. This results in 12 scaling
factors per station referring to each month of the year. These
values can be used to decide whether the APL model values
agree on the same quality level for all months of the year
with the corresponding estimated values. The coordinates
and velocities of the cumulative solution covering 15 years
with one scaling factor for the entire interval are introduced as
known. This procedure prevents the estimated station coor-
dinates and velocities to absorb parts of the annual variations
of the scaling factors.

Figure 6a shows the result for the Zimmerwald site in
Switzerland as a typical European station with a moderate
APLeffect.Figure6bshows the results forArti,Russia,which
is the station with the largest APL effect in the GNSS solution.

Large deviations from the expected scaling factor of 1.0
and also from the mean scaling factor over 15 years occur
in particular for the summer months. It is very unlikely that
the APL model is of lesser quality during this period than
in the remaining months of the year. It is more likely that
other effects of the same size as APL (e.g., ocean-induced
non-tidal or continental water mass surface load) not taken
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Fig. 6 Scaled loading effect per month computed by stacking the
weekly scaling factors of each month over all the years to obtain 12
scaling factors per station (in units of the RMS of the APL corrections
from the model over 15 years). The dashed line indicates the RMS of
APL corrections—it refers to the scaling factor of 1.0. a Station Zim-
merwald, Switzerland. b Station Arti, Russia

into account in the GNSS analysis, are responsible for this
deviation.

4 Atmospheric pressure loading corrections based
on local pressure time series

The APL effect on vertical station displacements is fully
described in Eqs. (1) and (2). The Green’s function does
quickly decrease with increasing angular distance implying
that the loading deformation mainly depends on the masses
located close to the point for which the deformation is
computed. Considering this fact, approximations have been
suggested to simplify the computation of APL. Rabbel and
Zschau (1985) have proposed to consider only the distribu-
tion of the atmospheric pressure in a distance of up to 2000 km
around the point where the deformation shall be computed.
But even with this approach, for each of the big numbers
of GNSS tracking stations a separate loading computation is
necessary before the processing of the GNSS measurements
can be started. There are a number of studies (Tesmer et al.
2008; Kaniuth and Vetter 2006, and others), which solve for
regression factors between the time series of local pressure
and vertical station displacement to take the APL effects into
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account. Some of these studies introduce annual variations
for the regression factors (e.g., Manabe et al. 1991).

It is clearly only an approximation taking only the verti-
cal component into account and ignoring the pressure dis-
tribution around the tracking station. It has the advantage
that the dependency on externally generated APL models is
avoided. The local pressure values at the observing stations
are a component of the troposphere delay model. They are
available for the GNSS data processing, if local atmosphere
values are considered for the a priori troposphere model (e.g.,
the hydrostatic zenith path delay as provided by Böhm et al.
2006b, which is derived from the ECMWF weather model).

By introducing time series of local pressure instead of the
APL model one can also generate a comparable solution for
the 240 stations of the CODE reprocessing solution. Local
pressure as a function of time is extracted from the grids
of VMF1 coefficients. The mean pressure for each grid point
over the 15 years considered here is computed to obtain a ref-
erence pressure field. The deviation from this mean pressure
field for each individual grid file is the pressure anomaly
used for the estimation of regression factors in the following
analysis.

4.1 Comparison of APL corrections with local pressure data

Before analyzing the GNSS-derived regression factors, the
regression factors between the APL corrections of the
Petrov and Boy (2004) model and the local pressure field are
studied. A small inconsistency occurs because the APL cor-
rections are computed from data of the NCEP (National Cen-
ters for Environmental Prediction) whereas the local pressure
values are extracted from the ECMWF. According to van
Dam et al. (2003) the differences between the two models
are small enough not to have a significant impact on the APL
modeling.

At each grid point of the APL model a regression factor
relative to the local pressure is computed from the 15-year
period between 1994 and 2008. The result is shown in Fig. 7a,
the corresponding formal uncertainty of the regression fac-
tors in Fig. 7b. The regression factors lie between −0.3 and
−0.5 mm/hPa for most of the continental regions. They are
larger (up to −1.0 mm/hPa) for central Asia. The Hima-
laya region, where the regression factors are even positive,
is an exception. This regional anomaly currently cannot be
explained, but it might be related to the realization of the ref-
erence pressure and the topography in the area. Surprisingly,
the regression factors are not zero over the ocean areas close
to the equator—but the formal uncertainties of the regression
factors in these regions are up to ten times larger than else-
where. These features are, however, related to the inverted
barometer hypothesis realized over the oceans and need not
be discussed further.

The formal uncertainty of the regression factors mainly
depends on the magnitude of the variation of local pressure
as a function of time. The larger the variation of local pressure
values, the better the regression factors can be established.
Therefore, the RMS values of local pressure of the global
grid are provided in Fig. 8, which explains the regions of
higher uncertainty of the regression factors in Fig. 7.

Because seasonal variations of the scaling factors for the
APL model were detected in the GNSS data at the end of
Sect. 3.2, the regression factors between the APL model and
the local pressure were also computed on a monthly basis
using 15 years of data. The 12 maps in Fig. 9 reflect the
monthly mean regression factors as established over the 15-
year time interval.5 The largest variations occur in Africa,
Central Asia, and close to the Himalaya region. At least a
part of these variations may be explained by the uncertainty
of the regression parameters corresponding to Figs. 7 and 8.

Real monthly variations of the regression factors cannot
be explained in this experiment: it is a comparison between
the local pressure and the APL model with the global pressure
field as the main input parameter (apart from the coastal lines
and the Green’s function which are both constant in time).
Possibly, the treatment of the inverse-barometer effect and the
mean seasonal pressure distribution may lead to this effect.

4.2 Regression factors from GNSS data analysis

The grids containing local pressure are interpolated for the
coordinates of the GNSS tracking stations and introduced to
compute the regression factors starting from the observation
level. The resulting regression factors between the time series
of local pressure and vertical displacement for all 240 stations
are provided in Fig. 10.

In the regions with big APL effects the regression factors
are in the expected range between −0.3 and −0.6 mm/hPa. In
general these values agree well with results of studies using
the same method. Our regression factors are usually in good
agreement with the map in Fig. 7a. The size of the circles
indicates the different occupation intervals for the IGS sta-
tions.

If the regression factors for each particular station and
month of the year are considered as common parameters
in the weekly normal equation systems of the 15-year time
period one obtains 12 parameters per station characterizing
the mean annual variation of the station-specific factors. The
values for Zimmerwald and Arti are provided in Fig. 11.

5 The mean pressure field used as basis for the local pressure values has
been computed as arithmetic mean over the full interval of 15 years for
each grid point. Seasonal variations are not considered. For that reason
for each monthly map not only a slope (regression factor) but also an
offset has been computed.
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Fig. 7 Regression factors
between the time series of local
pressure and APL model from
Petrov and Boy (2004) (top)
over 15 years with their formal
uncertainty (bottom).
a Regression factors. b Formal
uncertainties
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Fig. 8 Standard deviation of
the local pressure over 15 years
(January 1994 to December
2008)

0 5 10 15 20 25

Standard deviation in hPa

The dashed line shows the monthly regression factors
between the local pressure and the APL model. The latter
ones are solely based on geophysical models. They are much
smoother than the results stemming from the GNSS data.

Therefore, these variations are related to other effects than
APL (as already suggested in Sect. 3).

In Fig. 10 there are a few coastal stations with high regres-
sion factors of almost −1 mm/hPa. These sites are located
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Fig. 9 Mean monthly regression factors over 15 years between the time series of local pressure and the APL model from Petrov and Boy (2004)

close to the equator. The APL effect, as emerging from the
model, is very small, see Fig. 1. The RMS values are for
Kourou (French Guyana, IGS-station ID: KOUR) 1.3 mm,
for Bogota (Colombia, BOGT) 1.5 mm, and for La Misere
(Seychelles, SEY1) 0.9 mm. The variation of the weekly sta-
tion positions is, on the other hand, rather high (but can be
mostly explained by almost annual signals). The RMS of the
weekly station heights for Kourou is 10.1 mm, for Bogota
10.6 mm, for La Misere 10.3 mm.

Figure 8 also shows very small variations of the local pres-
sure for these sites (RMS value for Kourou is 1.7 hPa, for
Bogota 1.5 hPa, for La Misere 1.9 hPa). The estimation
of regression factors is therefore not very reliable for these
sites—the formal errors are five to ten times larger than for
other sites. The estimated coefficients seem to reflect, as a

matter of fact, other unmodeled effects (e.g., due to ocean
non-tidal loading effect or site displacements due to con-
tinental water mass surface load, which is, e.g., very pro-
nounced in the Amazon area, see van Dam et al. 2001, or
even introduced by the GNSS data acquisition or process-
ing). This conclusion is supported by a pronounced variation
of the monthly regression factors:

Kourou minimum in June: −2.3 mm/hPa
maximum in April: +0.7 mm/hPa

Bogota minimum in July: −4.6 mm/hPa
maximum in January: +0.8 mm/hPa

La Misere minimum in December: −3.6 mm/hPa
maximum in March: +0.6 mm/hPa
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Fig. 10 Regression factors
between the time series of local
pressure and vertical site
displacement from 15 years of
data

Regression factors derived from:

15 years of data 12 years of data 9 years of data 6 years of data
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Fig. 11 Regression factors between local pressure and vertical station
displacement for each month of the year(s) computed by stacking the
weekly regression factors of each month to obtain 12 regression factors
per station. a Station Zimmerwald, Switzerland. b Station Arti, Russia

It should also be noted that these three stations do not belong
to the best performing stations in the IGS network. This
increases of course the uncertainty the GNSS solution. Never-
theless, the stacking of the weekly solutions for the individual
months over several years helps to smooth out this influence.

5 Effects seen in the repeatability of station coordinates

The repeatability (RMS of the residuals) of the weekly coor-
dinate solutions is a good indicator to assess the benefit of
a model for GNSS analysis. Without considering the APL
effect it is between 4 and 6 mm for most of the sites—but it
may reach or slightly exceed 10 mm for some of the stations.
With a few exceptions an improvement of the repeatability
of the weekly station coordinate time series between 1 and
2 mm can be found by taking APL into account. These are
small numbers, but with respect to the repeatability of the
original series without taking the APL effect into account we
end up with an improvement of up to 20%.

Figure 12 shows the change of the repeatability for the sta-
tion heights with the largest variation in the APL considering
the APL effect by the methods discussed above:

– blue: Weekly station coordinate time series are computed
without considering APL but corrected by the weekly
mean values from the APL model.

– red: Corrections from the APL model are directly applied
to the observations during the data processing.

– violet: APL-corrections are again applied on the obser-
vation level but the estimated scaling factor for the APL
model for the station is used to rescale the APL model.

– green: APL is considered by estimating regression fac-
tors between the station height and the local pressure for
each station.

In agreement to the findings in Tregoning and van Dam
(2005) the improvement of the repeatability is better if the
corrections are applied directly to the observations during
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Fig. 12 Improvement/degradation of the repeatability of the station
heights (RMS of residuals) as derived from the weekly solutions over
the 15 years considering the APL effect in different ways with respect to

the solution ignoring APL. Stations with a RMS of larger than 4 mm in
the APL corrections in the Petrov and Boy (2004) model over 15 years
are given in descending order of the size of the APL-induced effect

the data processing (red bars) than obtained when correcting
the weekly coordinate solutions for mean APL values (blue
bars). In some cases the original APL corrections are worse
(red bars) than the rescaled APL corrections (violet bars).

For many stations the direct application of the APL cor-
rections is more effective than the use of regression factors
between time series of the local pressure and the vertical site
displacement (green bars). This result is related to the fact
that not only the pressure at the location of the station but
also in the surrounding area has an important impact on the
APL for a site. Even if the horizontal component of APL
is completely ignored by this strategy, there is a marginal
improvement on the station repeatability also for North and
East component (up to 0.1 mm).

In summary over all about 50 stations in Fig. 12 we find
only one case where an ignored APL effect gives the best
result (all bars in the positive range) and only three examples,
where the repeatability favors correcting the APL by mean
corrections on the estimated weekly coordinates (blue bars).
For 11 stations the best repeatability is achieved by solving
for regression factors instead of applying the corrections from
the APL model (green bars). For most of the stations the use
of the APL model corrections on the observation level thus
provides the best repeatability (red or violet bars). In 36 cases
(about two thirds of the stations) both versions of the APL
corrections on the observation level (the original APL model
and the rescaled APL model) are slightly better than applying
the APL via regression factors (the green above the red and
violet bars).

That the rescaled APL corrections (violet bars) are signif-
icantly better for some of the stations than the direct APL
corrections (red bars)—in particular if only the violet bars
are below the green bars (eleven stations)—should not let us

conclude that it is better to apply the rescaled APL correc-
tions for a routine data processing, in particular for deriving a
reference frame. Because the scaling factors were estimated
station-by-station their influence on the global parameters is
unclear. These results should motivate a more detailed inves-
tigation of the stations-specific time series, including

– the review whether the GNSS data processing has any
deficiencies, e.g., in handling multipath effects,

– the check whether several stations in the same region are
affected similarly to review the quality of the input data
for the APL computation, or

– the check whether the APL effect is correlated with other
geophysically induced crustal deformations (e.g., due to
ocean non-tidal loading).

The repeatability of the horizontal components in the
weekly solutions without applying any APL correction is
on the order of 2–3 mm (up to 5 mm for a small number
of stations). The repeatability is only changed by a tenth
of a millimeter or even less when correcting for APL dis-
placements. This implies that the APL corrections have no
significant impact on the repeatability. Nevertheless, it is
worth mentioning that applying APL corrections on the basis
of weekly mean values degrade the repeatability for nearly all
stations, whereas it is slightly improved for all other meth-
ods to consider APL. There are only 15 out of 50 stations
where the repeatability has been improved by at least 5%.
On the other hand, the repeatability for the horizontal com-
ponent has not been degraded if the corrections from the APL
model have been applied on the observation level, what can
also be interpreted as a confirmation of the APL model.
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6 Influence of APL on global parameters

6.1 Influence on geodetic datum definition

The two series of weekly coordinates with APL corrections
from the Petrov and Boy (2004) model and time series with-
out APL corrections may be compared by a seven-parameter
Helmert transformation. The translations should be compa-
rable to the variations of the GCC derived from the APL
corrections. Both time series are provided in Fig. 13. For the
purpose of comparison the variations of the GCC are com-
puted from the APL model corrections at the locations of the
GNSS stations. This reference time series therefore is noisier
than the one computed using all grid points (see Fig. 2).

The two curves are in good agreement even though the
GNSS-derived variations of the GCC show larger variations
in the Y - and Z -components than the time series derived from
the APL model. This finding implies that the APL effect is not
absorbed by other parameters than station coordinates. The
full APL effect remains in the station coordinate parameters
or can be absorbed by the datum parameters when not cor-
recting the data for APL. According to Steigenberger et al.
(2009a), the use of ECMWF-derived a priori troposphere
delays together with the VMF1 prevented a compensation
of the APL effect by the troposphere modeling in the GNSS
analysis as it has been observed by the use of the Global
Pressure and Temperature model (GPT, Böhm et al. 2007)
together with the Global Mapping Function (GMF, Böhm
et al. 2006a).

6.2 Influence on GNSS-satellite orbits

The variations in the GCC discussed in Sect. 6.1 can be com-
pensated by additional no-network-translation conditions for
the minimum constraints datum definition to generate fully
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Fig. 13 Variations of the GCC from stacking the APL corrections
from the APL model at the locations of the GNSS-tracking stations
(light curves) and the difference of the translations in the datum defini-
tion of the weekly solutions between a solution corrected for APL and
another without correcting APL (dark curves). Individual components
are shifted by 5 mm

consistent realizations of the terrestrial reference frame for
series of daily solutions, one without and the other one with
APL corrections on observation level. If the GNSS satellite
orbits of these two solutions are given by discrete positions of
the satellites every 15 min in the Earth-fixed frame, they are
fully consistent with the coordinate sets of the station coordi-
nates. The two sets of satellite positions computed with and
without APL corrections are consequently forced to be in the
same reference frame.

The orbits of two consecutive days, i − 1 and i , are
expected to have identical positions for each satellite for the
midnight epoch ti : ri−1(ti ) = ri(ti ). The resulting disconti-
nuities |ri(ti )−ri−1(ti )| may serve as a quality indicator. The
sum of discontinuities over all days

∑ |ri(ti ) − ri−1(ti )| do
not show any significant effect whether the APL corrections
are applied or not.

Applying the APL corrections on the observation level
or ignoring APL results in differences in the satellite posi-
tions of 3 to 4 mm RMS on average. At least a part of these
differences may be explained by daily computed translation
between the sets of satellite positions (1 mm in Y - and 4 mm
in the Z -component). This seems to be in contradiction to the
fully consistent station coordinate sets from both solutions
which are both computed with the same datum realization
and show no systematic differences in terms of transforma-
tion parameters (even no translations because of the no-net-
work-translation conditions).

Figure 14a shows the translation parameters between the
two sets of GNSS satellite positions (dark curves). They are
compared to the variation of the GCC (light curves) that have
already been introduced in Fig. 2. At least for the interval
after the year 2000 the X - and Y -translation components are
in phase but smaller than the APL corrections translated to
the GCC. This is supported by the spectra of the time series
provided in Fig. 15a.

Dach et al. (2008) have shown that the realization of the
origin depends on the parametrization and on the constrain-
ing of the once-per-revolution orbit parameters for the GNSS
data processing. Assuming that this mechanism works in
both directions, the APL-induced variation of the GCC may
translate into the satellite orbits if the once-per-revolution
terms are not sufficiently constrained.

This can easily be verified by inspecting another pair of
solution series where the once-per-revolution terms of the
orbit model are estimated without applying any constraints.
The effect of the APL corrections on this solution with the
alternative orbit determination scheme is shown in Figs. 14b
and 15b, respectively. Nearly the full variation of the GCC
introduced by the APL effect is absorbed by these orbit
parameters. The influence of the alternative results of these
terms is reflected by the translations computed between the
two sets of satellite positions, with and without APL correc-
tions at the observations during the data processing.
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Fig. 14 Translations between the satellite positions computed with and
without correcting for the APL effect in the Earth fixed coordinate sys-
tem (dark curves). For comparison, the curves from Fig. 2 reflecting
the variation of the GCC by the APL corrections are repeated (light

curves). Individual components are shifted by 5 mm. a Default orbit
determination scheme with constraints to the once-per-revolution terms.
b Alternative orbit determination scheme without any constraints to the
once-per-revolution terms
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Fig. 15 Amplitude spectra of the results from Fig. 14. Individual com-
ponents are shifted by 6 mm. The dashed lines indicate the period of
1 year (365.25 days) and its harmonics. a Default orbit determination

scheme with constraints to the once-per-revolution terms. b Alternative
orbit determination scheme without any constraints to the once-per-rev-
olution terms

The experiment performed in this section demonstrates
that ignoring the APL during the GNSS data processing may
affect the GNSS satellite orbits, depending on the orbit model
and orbit parameter constraining. Even if the orbit model as
it is applied at CODE seems robust for variations of the GCC
generated by APL there are other ACs in the IGS that apply
other or even no constraints to the once-per-revolution terms.
Because the GNSS orbits cannot be corrected on the basis
of weekly mean station coordinates (satellite orbits are not
included in the weekly SINEX files of the IGS) these results
are another important argument for applying the APL correc-
tion directly to the observations during the data processing.

7 Summary

The effect of APL is clearly visible in GNSS-derived coor-
dinate time series. Because of the time variation in the APL
effect a direct correction to the observations seems to be the
right choice, in particular for weekly solutions. This direct

correction is justified in particular because the real GNSS
observation scenario (with data outages or the variation of the
number of measurements per epoch, e.g., due to the satellite
visibility) is not unambiguously recoverable from weekly or
daily solutions exchanged between the analysis centers. In
addition, once-per-revolution orbit parameters may also be
affected by the APL effect depending on the used orbit model
and the orbit parameter constraining. Information consider-
ing the APL corrections has to be documented for further
use, e.g., for the combination of results (as it is done today,
e.g., for correcting the ocean tidal loading effect).

The application of APL corrections on the observation
level improves the repeatability of weekly station heights
between 10 and 20% on the average. Correcting weekly solu-
tions for APL only on the basis of weekly mean values from
the same model reduces the gain roughly by a factor of two.
The application of APL via regression factors between the
time series of local pressure and vertical site displacement is
also less beneficial than the application of APL on the obser-
vation level, because the distribution of the pressure in the
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vicinity of the station has a significant impact on the APL
of the station and the effect in the horizontal components is
completely ignored.

Because observation-level corrections for the APL effect
cannot be removed from the solutions, the particular model
needs to be carefully checked before making use of the cor-
rections. For this purpose, scaling factors for the model of
Petrov and Boy (2004) were directly estimated during the
GNSS processing of the 15 years of data considered here.
The Petrov and Boy (2004) model agrees within the expected
uncertainty level of the model with the GNSS analysis. By
stacking the scaling factors of the same months within the
year(s) in the entire 15-year interval a seasonal variation of
the scaling factors was derived. When comparing monthly
regression factors between an APL model and the local pres-
sure field the variation is much smaller. Other effects of the
same order of magnitude as APL (e.g., ocean non-tidal or
continental water mass surface load) and currently not taken
into account in the GNSS analysis are most likely responsible
for this result.
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